Aspects of Preparation for Economic Opportunity
Simultaneous with our Teacher Fellows (TFs) conducting peer data collections in Fall 2018, these ed pros shared their expertise in published blogs & op-eds, plus through special initiatives & events that elevated their peers. Read TF work & many examples of impact, including pieces on how to prepare ourselves & others for success.

English Language Learners (ELLs)
Dual-language learning: 6 insights for schools, via EdWeek (RT @HSG_Ed)

What a refugee student from Iraq taught me about reaching newcomers, via Chalkbeat (RT HSG_Ed)

Educator Preparation
Teacher Advisory Council (TAC) members offer advice to preservice teachers (RT @HSG_Ed)

Rethinking How We Teach Our Teachers, via U.S. News (RT @HSG_Ed)

Workforce Development & CTE
How States and Schools Can Engage Employers to Invest in Workplace Learning, via Southern Regional Education Board (RT @HSG_Ed)

In Illinois, education & industry partner to prep students for life & work (RT @HSG_Ed)

Professional Development & Lifelong Learning
EdWeek Teacher says quality PD is framed by the “Five Ws” (RT @HSG_Ed)

Nat’l Teacher Fellow alum & new author Ben O. encourages educators to open-source their teaching (RT @HopeStreetGroup)

Leader Preparation
Guiding Principals release from New America seeks to boost instructional school leaders (RT @HSG_Ed)

Civic Education & Service
How to Make a Civics Education Stick, via NPR (RT @HSG_Ed)

Work-Life Balance &/or Integration
Work-life balance is healthy for the American worker & for the economy, via Aspen Institute (RT @HopeStreetGroup)
Hawaii Teacher Fellows Program

Clint L. reflects on preparing students to cope with pressure & stress (RT @HSG_Ed)

Windward District Teacher of the Year Debbie M. explains the vitality of play (RT @jonmedeiros)

Kevin M.'s media class competes in Atlanta, features PBS HI mini doc (RT @HopeStreetGroup)

Verona H. blogs for Curio on building connections with students through culture (RT @HSGKristen)

HI Network Member Spotlight
Hawaii State Representative & former teacher Takashi Ohno joined HI TFs at their January convening in Honolulu.

Utah Teacher Fellows Program

Machelle R. leads with love & says students succeed when they know you care (RT @HSG_Ed)

Steven P. blogs for Next Generation Learning on closing the digital divide (RT @HSG_Ed)

Sevenzo toolkit includes Kristin V. & Marianne A.'s tips for authentically connecting with students (RT @HSG_Ed)

TF Facilitator Debbie M. cites research on "collective teacher efficacy" (RT @HSG_Ed)

Deborah G.'s op-ed suggests fixes to UT’s teacher licensing system (RT @HopeStreetGroup)

UT Network Member Spotlight
Holly Bell of the UT State Board of Education wrote for HSG’s Medium blog on preparing students of all abilities & creating an inclusive, equitable educational environment (RT @tabitha_pacheco)

*Above: Ben A. reflects on his prep experience in a small group chat with UT TFs & TF alumni leaders of the TAC

*Thread to Follow: HSG’s UT Director Tabitha P. & U.S. Department of Education’s Celeste R. on why advocacy & determination need to be taught
Kentucky Teacher Fellows Program

Dana Lee T. spearheads the KY Sent initiative for mentoring new teachers (RT @HSG_Ed)

Garris S. explores where & why KY could be fertile ground for school choice (RT @kyschooltalk)

Current & alumni KY TFs continue to lead ECET2 summits elevating & celebrating their regions’ teachers (Follow @ECET2KY & #ECET2KY)

TAC Member Jana B. writes for National Board connecting parenting w/ civics ed to prepare young people as citizens (RT @HSG_Ed)

Kip H., KY TF alum now on HSG staff, found ed passion at a workforce dev’t event (RT @HSG_Ed)

KY Network Members Spotlight

Dr. Phillip Clay of Kentucky State University (KSU) blogged for HSG about serving gifted & talented students (RT @HopeStreetGroup)

Based at KSU, Dir. Stan Torzewski got quality time with undergrads talking about Student Voice & Implicit Bias (RT Stan)
NC Network Member Spotlight

Meredith P. describes CTE as NC public schools’ best kept secret (RT @HopeStreetGroup)

Erik M. explains the lasting impact of Hurricane Florence on students in his coastal county (RT HSG_Ed)

TF Facilitator Bryan Christopher shares micro-writing lessons that can spur student breakthroughs (RT @HSG_Ed)

Mika H. won the Outstanding Science Teacher Award from the NC Science Teachers Association (RT @HSG_Ed)

Then, Mika & Kimberly M. co-hosted a Durham Co. summit on school attendance (RT @BryanChristo4)

NC alumni & TAC members Mamie H. & Douglas P. offer advice for preservice teachers (RT @HopeStreetGroup)

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools student Kaycee Hailey wrote on discipline at a workshop led by NC Teacher Voice Fellows & alumni (RT @HSG_Ed)

What’s New and What’s Next?

- Recruitment for new Teacher Fellows will now begin March 11 & go through April 7. Stay tuned to apply.hopesstreetgroup.org for updated info & the applications themselves.

- Congratulations to the new & renewed National Board Certified teachers in the HSG Teacher Fellow Network! This is an enormous accomplishment & demonstration of your dedication to your craft.

- On 1/23, HSG co-hosted with nonprofit Credential Engine two Twitter chats on Data Transparency & Decision-Making. Check the archive & our recapped themes at #HSGAchievement.

- Findings from fall 2018 TF-led data collections will be shared this spring. How do you offer insights & brainstorm solutions to education issues?

Stay up on the Teacher Fellows Network: Opt-in to monthly and/or quarterly updates
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